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Loulwah Rashed– Gr 3B
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Discipline 
Good morning Everyone:

Today I will discuss how important discipline is in everyone’s life.

In our daily life, discipline must always be there. Discipline is one of
the first few lessons that we learn as children. It means living our life
with proper rules to achieve our goals. Without discipline, we cannot
live a happy life. It is like following some rules and regulations.
Discipline is everything that we do in the right way. We need
discipline for many different things in our daily life.

There are many examples of self-discipline. In the morning, wemust
wake up early to prepare ourselves to go to school. It is essential
because it is the start of being successful in life. Going to school every
day is particularly important. Our principal and teachers teach us
good discipline.

When we carry discipline in our life, 
we start improving our habits, 
which improve our personality. One 
of the most important lessons is 
that it will be useful for the rest of 
our life. As young kids, we must 
apply discipline to be successful in 
all aspects of our lives.

These are all the important things I know about discipline. I hope 
you enjoyed it. 

Thank you, Everyone, and keep safe.

By 

Mohamed Ashraf- 5A 
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Discipline

Hello everybody!

Today I would like to talk about discipline. Discipline is a practice to 
train others to follow rules of behaving. It is necessary in our life to 
follow the rules to avoid punishment. Discipline is essential to 
everybody because it brings value to our life. It involves us in a better 
society away from chaos.
When we follow discipline, positive 
changes will come out. When I do 
my duties at home at the correct 
time and manner, it helps me 
achieve my goals. My parents will be 
satisfied and be sure that I can
achieve anything I want in my life 
later. At home, we have many rules 
that my siblings and I must follow. 
We should know that there are limits 
we cannot go beyond, such as, never 
put ourselves in trouble and always 
ask before doing it if we are not sure 
about something.

Discipline at CBS includes rules students must follow, and these rules 
were put by the school administration. We should go to school on 
time; otherwise, we will be considered tardy. We must also go to 
school wearing school uniform or be punished and asked to return 
home. I will conclude by saying that with self-discipline, anything is 
possible.
By
Abdulwahhab Khalid- 5B
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Discipline Is Important 

Discipline is an important life skill that everyone should obtain. From my 
point of view, discipline is equal to responsibility and being committed to 
something. If you are responsible and honor your commitments, you will 
be a successful person. It is essential to have discipline in school, at 
home, and in life in general. Without discipline, life will have no meaning, 
and it will be chaotic. 

Firstly, I think that the first place in which we learn about discipline is at 
school. At my school, at the Canadian Bilingual School, I learned about 
discipline. I learned how to respect my teachers and behave. My teachers 
talk about the importance of discipline, like doing our homework on time 
and being honest with our teacher.

Secondly comes discipline at home. At my home, every family member 
has his/her responsibilities. Since we were little kids, our parents have 
made sure that we were committed to our responsibilities. For example, I 
must take care of my belongings and clean my room every day. My 
brother’s responsibility is to make sure that our house’s doors are closed 
before we sleep. My parents say that having our duties is vital to be 
successful men in life. 

Therefore, discipline is essential in all aspects of life. If I have a goal that I 
dream of achieving, I will not achieve it without discipline. Working hard 
is part of discipline; I need to work hard every day. For example, I dream 
of getting an A at school, so I need to study at least three hours every day 
to achieve my goal. Discipline is something we need to practice every 
single day. 

For all the reasons I mentioned above, nobody can be successful without 
discipline. It may seem hard at the beginning, but eventually, we will get 
used to it. It can also save time and help us to be organized. Discipline is 
an important life skill. 
By
Naser Meshal -5A
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14 February 2021 

Dear Abdullah, 

I wanted to share a place I visited in Kuwait that was super fun and 
interesting for kids. It is called KidZania. A place where all your 
imagination becomes reality! Trust me, it is super enjoyable. I went 
for the first time yesterday, and my mind was blown away by how 
creative it was for kids!

I was thinking about inviting you to come with me to KidZania 
tomorrow at 7 pm. My mom will pick us up, and I'll have the rest 
under control. We can do arts and crafts, play games, watch movies, 
and best of all, be creative. The place is super popular among us 
Kuwaiti kids. Moreover, I guarantee you are going to love it!

KidZania is a place where you can be what you want or imagine to 
be. It is as if your imagination was real. KidZania takes massive 
responsibility by supporting kids' creativity. No matter what the kids 
go through, they are always there for us. It has a super supportive 
community where you can make a lot of new friends.

I have always wanted to go to KidZania since the first time I saw it. I 
made a lot of new friends. It is a super friendly place, and I want you 
to experience how it feels to be there. It is such a fantastic sight. 
They also arrange the party for you when you book the party room.

Overall, it is a super fun place. Please come with me to KidZania. 
Trust me, you will fit in fine. So, will you come with me to KidZania?

Love, 

Abdulaziz Faisal- 7B
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February 14, 2021

Dear Jouri

Hello good friend, I have heard that you are having problems 
picking a place to visit. I recommend going to Murouj. It is a popular 
lifestyle destination in Kuwait.

First, let us start with the fantastic cafés and restaurants there. Any 
food or cuisine you can think of; they have it! There are ice cream 
parlors, sweets corners, coffee shops, and way more! As there are 
many cafés and restaurants to choose from, I am sure there is a 
perfect one waiting for you.

Secondly, let's talk about having fun! In Murouj, you can find Trampo
and an unnamed yet colossal playground. At the Trampo, you have 
lots of fun options to choose from, and you can go rock climbing, 
skating on scooters, bikes, skateboards, and more, or go jumping on 
trampolines. In Murouj, there are shops where you can find clothing, 
shoes, hats, and more. Perfect place to buy all your needs! No better 
place to go shopping.

Finally, the view, attractions, and other beautiful things surrounding 
it make Murouj a bucket list of places to visit. There is also a horse-
riding place next to Murouj, where you can see a big open horse-
riding track! You can see horse riders learning and racing there. Plus, 
Murouj is not an INDOOR destination! It is outdoors, which means 
you can see the beautiful sky and breathe fresh air.

In conclusion, we have to say that Murouj is the perfect place to 
go. It is fantastic, and I recommend it. I hope this helped, my friend!

Love

Lamar Ahmad-7A

Grade 7’s Letter Writing cont'd
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Nature During the Seasons

Mother nature is beautiful; you simply cannot deny it. When you 
walk around the park, it is impossible not to admire the beauty and 
the exquisiteness of nature. No one can predict exactly how long the 
heavy clouds will hide the blazing hot sun, or how much rain or 
snow there will be. Everything is so unexpected and beautiful.

Everything becomes quiet in winter because people want to stay at 
home in to avoid the freezing weather. Some animals go into 
hibernation. If you were to tell an alien what happens during
winter, the alien would stare at you in a perplexed way and would 
most likely accuse you of lying. In winter, the sun becomes less 
burning and less hot, the trees become bare and the grass is no-
where to be seen. When spring comes along, days become warmer 
and longer. The field starts to form a parsley-green color and many 
trees start to blossom, flowers start to push through the ground 
and the birds return from the south and make us delighted with 
their beautiful babble.

The hottest season of the year… summer. The peak of colors and 
blossoms occur in sunny summer. People can spend more time 
outside and enjoy warm nights and an incredible sky full of stars. 
Sometimes summer pleases us with light, fresh rain, and another 
colorful wonder, rainbow. Finally, autumn comes with its dazzling 
colors: gold, red, yellow, and brown. Leaves slowly fall down, and 
you can hear gentle rustle while walking in parks and alleys.
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I'm the type of person who likes the cold, so it comes to no surprise 
when I say that my favorite season is winter.

That’s not the only 
reason I look forward 
to winter though, I 
also look forward to 
winter because with 
winter comes winter 
break, so no school 
for two weeks! My 
perfect day is a day 
when its freezing 
cold outside, raining 
cats and dogs, while 
I'm inside my room, 
curled up on my 
bed. 

Every time I would look out my reflective window, I would see the 
thick white clouds, the drippy rain, the people on the streets 
strutting away to somewhere safe because of the heavy rain. The 
smell of the fresh rain filling up the air… the sound of the rain 
chinking off the windows and finally hitting the ground with a soft 
'clink' sound. Finally, after the rain slowly comes to an end, the 
sound of chirping birds come to replace the earie quite-ness.

By
Gala Mohammad Al Dusary
Grade 9A

When I'm on my bed, getting covered by thick blankets, I feel fuzzy, 
safe, secure and comfortable

Grade 9’s Essay cont'd
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My Future Career

Ever since I was a child, I have wanted to be a palaeontologist. I 
never understood how to get the job or what it actually means 
other than that it’s a person who digs up fossils. Along with that, 
they collect fossils, handle them, and put them together to create 
the image of the animal. Now, I've decided to dive into my 
childhood dream and to try and find out the makings of a 
palaeontologist.
Palaeontology is the study of life on planet Earth based on fossils. 
Fossils are the remnants of existence/creatures. Palaeontologists 
dig up fossils from beneath the earth's surface, collect them, and 
study them to figure out how old they are. If enough fossils are 
found, they come together to become a full fossil body of a living 
creature. Humans can learn a lot from fossils. 

The behaviour of organisms can be understood from fossil 
evidence. For example, palaeontologists infer that Hadrosaurs 
lived in herds. Finding the age of fossils could also tell us how long 
the creatures existed and how they have evolved over time, for 
example, marine mammals. A full fossil body can tell us about 
how the lofty extinct animals looked like. Palaeontology helps us 
humans understand the various aspects of ancient ecology and 
planet Earth. All these things are required when you are thinking 
about becoming a palaeontologist. A journey to become a 
palaeontologist starts with a good base in mathematics and 
science in high school and some hands-on experiences during 
holidays.
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The reason my love for palaeontology started was animals. Complex 
living things other than humans that didn’t communicate and 
showed other behaviours were fascinating to me. Later I fell in love 
with dinosaurs. The spark I felt after finding out that new species of 
dinosaurs could be unearthed and named, changed everything. I 
want to become a palaeontologist for that very reason. I've always 
liked naming things. Imprinting my name as the person who 
discovered a particular species; it was a child fantasy for me. All the 
bizarre creatures that could be hidden under layers of rock that 
could be detected and its secrets uncovered. The idea that a single 
bone could teach us about the world’s history, the history that 
wasn’t static; the very bones show us that our world was 
catastrophic, and ever-changing; the history that spans thousands 
to millions of years ago. What other reasons do I need?

Being a palaeontologist may just be my child fantasy, but it doesn’t 
change the fact that I love it. Uncovering the history of our planet 
and its hidden gems seems not only fascinating, but also like a 
lifelong adventure. Being captivated by the great variety of 
creatures that once ruled our planet is the driving force to work 
hard and discover as much as possible. Palaeontology is my future!

By
Hamad Meshari- Gr 9
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The One Item that Revolutionized the 21st Century

The twenty-first century changed a lot about the way that we live 
daily. Most of the changes made were the start of advanced 
technology. If we come to think about it, in the 20th century, there 
were few technological inventions to be made. When we 
differentiate between the 20th century and the 21st century, we 
can see that technology has indeed had a significant impact on our 
lives. Many people in the world have mixed opinions on what to put 
in a time capsule for future generations to see. Some people may 
choose to put stuff that does not even embody or represent our 
generation, like an automobile. The automobile's invention was in 
the 20th century; therefore, it is not an item that would best 
represent the 21st century. I believe that the best thing to put in a 
time capsule from the twenty-first century for future generations to 
see is the only smartphone! 

One of the essential technological inventions that has been made is 
the smartphone! The smartphone has made a momentous change in 
the way we live. Although it is small, it can help human life more 
easily and efficiently. The smartphone has even had a significant 
impact on education. It provides education in many unique ways, all 
because of the internet. Students can have much easier access to 
anything they would like to learn about in seconds by searching it up 
on the internet. The smartphone is known to provide various sorts of 
entertainment options, especially for our generation's youth. There 
are so many websites and applications where you can watch several 
types of shows and video clips. With the help of the internet, we use 
many diverse types of social media platforms, and we connect with 
people from all around the world. Getting to communicate with 
many people worldwide swiftly and efficiently has both advantages 
and disadvantages. According to the Forbes website, social media has 
become the leading news source with more than 2.4 billion internet 
users.

Grade 11’s writing
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The news and what is happening in the world is what I think defines 
humanity and how it shapes a generation. The critical events that 
occur in the world make something revolutionary. Many people from 
all around the world get to say their opinions it can make a massive 
difference in the generation, change in the world, etc. Through social 
media, many people can have access to protest, sign petitions, and 
say their own opinions to change the world. Before the 21st century 
and smartphones, the only news people got access to was through a 
newspaper. 

There can be no doubt that the smartphone is truly one of our 
generation's best inventions. I feel like smartphone embodies the 
21st century because of its effects on our generation. It is what has 
made a massive change in society ever since the start of the 21st 
century. The smartphone is one of the most important inventions 
that have started the evolution of technology. Technology will always 
improve as the years go by, and smartphones are what made it 
improve and become such a revolutionary thing. To sum it all up, I 
am excited to see what the future generations have in store for us in 
terms of technology and society's reaction. I hope that smartphones 
can remind future generations how big an impact it had on us in the 
21st century. 

By just reading the newspaper, I feel like it was 
harder for people back then to voice their 
opinions to change the world. Now that there are 
many ways and opportunities to get your voice 
and ideas heard, people can make significant 
differences in the world they live in, which I think 
is a good thing for our generation to evolve and 
become better. 

Loulwah Khaled Al Mutawah
Grade 11

Grade 11’s writing cont'd
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Dinner Time

History of Kuwait Flag
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